
Co I.F. Qr Final 

Four goal Healy downs Newport       
  

Moycarkey-Borris 5-8  Newport 1-3 
  
A three-goal second half blitz by Moycarkey/Borris blew away Newport by a massive 17 points in this one-sided 
County Intermediate Football quarter-final played last Tuesday week.  

   M o y c a r k e y / B o r r i s played with the gale force wind at their backs in the opening half but scoring just 1-4 kept 
Newport’s - who failed to score - hopes alive. But although playing into the elements after the break Moycarkey 
produced a team display of quick passing combined with clinical finishing that saw them score 4-   4.  
   Newport did not have a full complement of players until twenty minutes after the allotted throw-in time. There was 
not time for a proper pre-match warm-up and it showed as they struggled to breakdown the Moycarkey rearguard. 
Their goal came with the last kick of the game that made the final scoreline a little bit more respectable.  
   Moycarkey who bridged a 24 year gap, winning the Mid Division, struggled early on to gauge the gale-force wind 
and although adding three   quick scores between the sixth and eighth minutes from a brace of frees by Anthony 
Healy and a point from Kieran Morris, blew other chances.  
   The most noticeable one was at the end of the opening quarter when Anthony Healy was one-on-one with Newport 
keeper Bobby Carroll, but steered his low shot the wrong side of the post.  
   However, the Mid champions did eventually get their opening goal in the 18th minute. Good work by Kieran Morris 
along the end-line set-up Anthony Healy who scored from the tightest of angles to make amends for that earlier miss.  
   That was a wake-up call for Newport that saw Aidan Moloney bringing a reflex save from Moycarkey goalie David 
Kirby pushing the ball away for ‘45’, but from   the set-piece by Rob Ryan failed to break their duck. With four minutes 
remaining in the opening half, Anthony Healy slotted over a 13 metre free to give Moycarkey 1-4 to 0-0 lead.  
   Newport who introduced Vinny Moloney in the 35th minute was involved in setting up Shane Ryan to register their 
opening point. But Moycarkey responded in style by getting their second goal in the 38th minute. A Michael Cussen 
penetrating solo-run put Anthony Healy through on goal who fired low past Newport’s Bobby Carroll.  
   Newport, who struggled throughout to find an opening in the tightly knit Moycarkey defence, added their second 
point in the 40th minute through Aidan Moloney, but Michael Cussen cancelled that one out a minute later.  
   Newport, who literally threw caution to the wind in a bid to retrieve an impossible situation saw Moycarkey exploit the 
open spaces hitting 3-3 without reply in a blistering five-minute spell between the 45th and 50th minute.  
   Ciaran Clohessy tagged on a point, before Anthony Healy, from an intercepted pass by Conor Hayes, scored his 
third goal of the night. The next goal came from a breaking ball in midfield that saw Kieran Morris and Anthony Healy 
interchange passes before the latter set up Rory Ryan for a close range tap in.  
   The final Moycarkey goal came when a quick inter-change between Pat Carey and Conor Hayes released Anthony 
Healy who coolly chipped the ball over the advancing Bobby Carroll before   Kieran Morris pointed following a run from 
deep by John Kelly to go 5-8 to 0-2 clear.  
   A shell-shocked Newport side, to their credit never gave up, got the final scores of the game. Rob Ryan with 
a   point and Shane Ryan scored a goal from close range with the final kick of a game that Newport will want to forget 
in a hurry with the North decider against Kildangan still to come.    

Match Digest  

 Man of the Match: Anthony Healy (Moycarkey/Borris)  

SCORERS - Moycarkey/Borris: Anthony Healy 4-3, 0-3 frees; Rory Ryan 1-1; Kieran Morris 0-2; Michael Cussen, 
Ciaran Clohessy 0-1 each  
Newport: Shane Ryan 1-1, Aidan Moloney, Rob Ryan 0-1 each  
 
Moycarkey/Borris: David Kirby; Niall O’Sullivan, Paul Dempsey, Brian Moran; John Kelly, David Morris, Michael 
Cussen; Rory Ryan, Pat Carey; Pat Molloy, Eamon Flanagan, Conor Hayes; Kieran Morris, Ciaran Clohessy, Anthony 
Healy. SUBS: Michael Roche for Flanagan (43); Mossy Bracken for Ryan (46); Eamon Clohessy for Kirby (57).  

Newport: Bobby Carroll; Mark Harrington, Joe Conneelly, Odhran Floyd; Eoin Shinnors, Eoin Bonfield, David Hickey; 
Richard Shinnors, Rob Ryan; Martin Carey, Ross McGrath, Paul Ryan; Aidan Moloney, Shane Ryan, Richie Ryan. 
SUB: Vinny Moloney for Carey (35).  

   Referee: Martin Doyle (Kilsheelan/Kilcash) 


